Hubbell Lighting creates spaces where your guests want to stay and play. We offer a wide range of lighting solutions from hotel lobbies and guest rooms, to exterior facades. Whether you're looking to retrofit outdated legacy lighting or start from the ground up, let Hubbell Lighting be your destination for energy saving aesthetically attractive luminaires.
**SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR HOSPITALITY SPACE**

**LITEISTRY**

*Downlighting Family*

The LITEISTRY™ family offers a broad palette of architectural downlighting solutions with consistent aperture appearance, quiet ceiling design, and optical performance. Create spaces with the confidence that LITEISTRY™ will complement your vision to transform every architectural space into a masterpiece.

**Ratio**

*Family Flood Lighting*

Compact LED flood with a variety of NEMA distribution for lighting applications such as safety/security, accent, flag pole, columns, or signs. The Ratio flood series was designed in cohesion with the site/area products to provide a sleek yet timeless product family to be used throughout a site. Ratio features a dense optical array which provides reduced pixelation and increased visual comfort without compromising performance.

**Viper**

*Area/Site Luminaire*

The Large Viper luminaire is available with a wide choice of different LED wattage configurations and optical distributions designed to replace HID lighting up to 1000W MH or HPS. 4 different mounting options allow for application in a wide variety of new and existing installations.

**Adagio Collection**

*Two-Light Wall Sconce P710057-031*

An array of geometric patterns in Adagio two-light wall sconce is a nod to the musical description of a tender and melodic tone. The modern design features lights that are distributed around a circular Black band. Mixed metal elements, which are present in Brushed Silver and Brushed Brass accents, can complement monochromatic color palettes that are popular in hotels today. Each fixture in the Adagio collection creates a focal point and is ideal for Luxe and Modern interiors.

**Mod™x**

*Pendant Lighting Family*

Featuring four aperture widths, a selection of mounting types, output distributions, lumen output, diffuser types along with dozens of features and options, the MOD™x family is the perfect solution to any space or environment.

**Escalate**

*Stairwell Luminaire*

The Escalate™ Stairwell Luminaire is an attractive solution to light stairwells safely and intelligently. Occupancy controlled dimming gives light when you need it but dims to save energy when the space is unoccupied. Since Escalate offers two lens options and three lengths, it is easily configurable in any space. Its continuous light ensures a clean, modern look in stairwells and access areas.

*HUBBEll OUTDOOR*